Antonyms
Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet

Write the opposite of each word shown.

_________ calm  _________ lost

_________ past  _________ fill

_________ debt  _________ comply

_________ surrender  _________ inattentive

_________ middle  _________ subtraction

_________ external  _________ flawed

_________ clumsily  _________ efficient

_________ different  _________ come

_________ destroy  _________ subject

_________ humility  _________ feeble
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Antonyms

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet

Write the opposite of each word shown.

tremble_____ calm

instant_____ past

treasure_____ debt

fought_____ surrender

margin_____ middle

internal_____ external

skillfully_____ clumsily

identical_____ different

compose_____ destroy

arrogance_____ humility

located_____ lost

excavate_____ fill

oppose_____ comply

protective_____ inattentive

addition_____ subtraction

ideal_____ flawed

inefficient_____ efficient

withdraw_____ come

object_____ subject

healthy_____ feeble
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